
Lead Architecture

Through Atida you will boost your health in the future. The 

company is now building a digital platform based on state-of-

the-art technology. The Lead Architecture forms the basis of this 

groundbreaking IT landscape.

For whom?
• At least 8 years of relevant work experience in

• Certified in TOGAF

• Background in e-commerce

• Experience with large migrations is a plus
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About Atida
 

Atida is Hebrew for the ‘future’ and it is to this end that the 

company has a revolutionary concept in store. Linking data, 

e-commerce and the world of pharmacy is what Atida has in mind. 

A pan-European online pharmacy with an in-store experience 

that focuses on individual healthcare. The current company is a 

collection of eight acquired online pharmacies from Germany and 

Spain. This makes it the third-largest player in Europe. But Atida 

thinks much bigger, because with more acquisitions to come, the 

online pharmacy will be at the European top-end by 2025.

Focus on Lifestyle improvements

The idea behind the concept? Europe is seeing a strong 

increase in non-communicable, often chronic, diseases. Think 

of cardiovascular disease, diabetes, and depression. All these 

disorders together account for about ninety percent of European 

healthcare costs. An important factor in the development of 

these diseases is an unhealthy way of life. But what if you change 

your lifestyle want to improve proactively, where can turn to 

online? Previously nowhere, but this is where Atida jumps in.
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Atida Health en Atida Pure

Atida presenteert twee volledig wetenschappelijk gestaafde proposities. Aankomende 

herfst staat de lancering van Atida Pure op de planning. Met deze tak focust het bedrijf zich 

op de preventieve zorg door middel van persoonlijke voedingsprogramma’s, kwalitatieve 

supplementen, consulten en metingen. Begin 2021 is het de beurt aan Atida Health, een 

tak die zich juist richt op de curatieve zorg ofwel: het genezen van bestaande ziekten met 

voorgeschreven medicatie. Op de lange termijn wil het bedrijf meer producten toevoegen om 

zo de individuele zorgbehoefte van iedere klant te ondersteunen.

Solid foundation

Atida has now reached the stage of high, organic growth. In order for the company to fully 

succeed, Atida must develop new  business solutions in the near future, including associated 

platforms. Information sources with a refreshing customer experience based on trust, 

care, expertise, and above all: personal and intuitive design. And as a portfolio company of 

London’s MARCOL – one of the largest health care investment companies – Atida has enough 

resources to make that come about.

#VACANCY
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Lead Architecture
 

The Lead Architecture thrives in complex environments. Atida’s 

current architecture currently consists of a multitude of multi-

lingual / multi-entity ERP software, e-commerce platforms, and 

supply chain solutions. The goal is to unite all these components 

and convert them into one architecture with an accompanying 

set of solutions. A solid and scalable IT landscape in which all 

integrations and Atida’s future international acquisitions come 

together.

Strong multicultural stakeholder management

In all different countries, Atida works with local Engineers and 

Technology Architects. They now solve problems per location and 

with different solution suites. This has to change and so the Lead 

Architecture ensures that all are going in the same direction. This 

applies to both the front and back end. The Lead Architecture 

leads a (remote) team in which they ensure strong partnerships 

between the different countries. It is this connecting method with 

which the Lead Architecture shows a mix of balance, trust, and 

authenticity, or natural preponderance.
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Deploying technology from a business point of view

Not only in the field of enterprise architecture but also from a business point of view, the 

Lead Architecture knows the ropes. They understand supply chain and retail and know 

exactly where to compromise. And especially where not to. They analyze business needs and 

easily translate them into the best technological solutions. The Lead Architecture does not 

explain why something does not work, but how they make it work. Delivering a top result is 

central from start to finish.

“The ideal candidate makes themselves indispensable to the organization. Thanks to 
the strong presence of the Lead Architecture, even the CEO asks for their blessing. They 
are not lost in technology, but are respected in the business. ” – David Hennessy, CTO

A place right at the heart of the organization

The Lead Architecture works pragmatically and is responsible for drawing up a logical 

roadmap for the organization. They then further expand this together with all business 

teams. The Lead Architecture easily finds their way into complex organizations and creates a 

place for themselves at the heart of the organization. Communicating at different levels is a 

walk in the park for this person.

Finally…

The Lead Architecture is constantly hungry for new knowledge and challenges existing 

practices that ultimately lead to better results. They feel comfortable within an organization 

with a start-up mentality and are happy to work on a first-class digital product. The Lead 

Architecture joins a tech team of seven, reports to David Hennessy (CTO) and works from its 

headquarters in Amsterdam.
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Hayke Tjemmes 
hayke.tjemmes@topofminds.com

Atida works with Top of Minds to fill this vacancy.
Contact Hayke Tjemmes for more information.

Interested?


